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Neovera's managed IAM service demystifies IAM cloud migration and helps organizations adopt cloud applications
with confidence by managing your current IAM solution on premise, in the cloud, or a hybrid approach. That way
enterprises can move at their own pace of migration and risk tolerance vs. being forced into highly risky cloud
deployments.
Neovera can help organizations with providing user provisioning, single sign-on (SSO) and identity life-cycle
management as a service, at a low TCO and fast time to value. Bring control and visibility into an organization's
cloud environment, simplify account reconciliation, and reduce the cloud attack surface. A unified approach delivers
SSO across cloud and on-premises applications, simplifies the end-user experience and helps boost productivity.

J User provisioning: Provisioning rules automate the
creation and management of user accounts and
entitlements within SaaS applications.
J Single sign-on: A unified application launchpad and
integration with SSO enables seamless access across
cloud and on-premises applications.
J Account discovery and management: Bidirectional
integrations discover accounts on target applications,
simplify reconciliation and enable remediation of orphan
accounts.
J Multi-factor authentication: Supplement user name
and password login into SSO with a second factor such
as a one-time password via SMS or email, or a mobile
phone application.
J Application management: On-board cloud
applications to enable user provisioning and SSO, while
gaining visibility into application accounts and activity.

       
K Minimizes the cloud attack surface with accurate, dynamic
and bidirectional user provisioning
K Improves business agility with fast and secure rollout of
cloud applications
K Boosts employee productivity with secure SSO for hybrid
environments
K Reduces administrative costs with easy and automated
identity and entitlement management

   



 AROUND THE CLOCK JSOC: 24x7x365 1AM
Management and Operators
 FULLY MANAGED: Day-to-day operations
 UPGRADES: One upgrade per year

THREE SIMPLE STEPS TO GET STARTED
IAM CLOUD WORKSHOP
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Customized to your needs, this interactive session is a unique
opportunity for business and security leaders to understand their
exposure and make informed decisions about identity and
access management.
•
•
•

How to control cloud identity sprawl
Gain visibility into identities and cloud application usage
How to automate user provisioning across your hybrid
enterprise

IAM CLOUD READINESS ASSESSMENT
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We help you understand how to accelerate secure cloud
adoption from your enterprise to the cloud and back.
What applications are ready to move to the cloud? Do my
Identity management processes need to change? How do I
manage my privileged users for both cloud and non-cloud
applications? How do I lower my identity costs while providing
more functionality?

IAM MANAGED SERVICE
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Neovera's managed IAM service demystifies IAM cloud
migration and helps organizations adopt cloud applications with
confidence by managing your current IAM solution on premise,
in the cloud, or a hybrid approach.
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